Charity Event on 1st and 2nd August 2015
For Dolma Foundation and NCC Research Fund
In April of this year, Nepal had the worst disaster recorded in the
country’s history - a 7.8 magnitude earthquake struck Kathmandu, its
capital, and the surrounding area that caused the loss of thousands of
lives. Many more lost their homes. What followed were a series of
aftershocks, and many minor earthquakes that continued to cripple
Nepal, which lasted till May.
All around the world, as we watched, humanity efforts poured in. We,
at RT LLP, helped willingly and with pride when we were approached by
the Dolma Foundation. It was a very humbling experience and
opportunity.
RT LLP participated in a fundraising event organised by Chemistry
Concept for Dolma Foundation and NCC Research Funds on 1st and 2nd
August 2015. It was held outside Mandarin Gallery along Orchard
Road. The fund raised will be used to purchase monsoon shelters
for the Nepal victims . Also, portion of the collection went to NCC
Research Fund in Singapore. Our staff, regardless of
hierarchy, volunteered their time to help raise funds for the victims of
the Nepal disaster.

Despite the hot sun, pedestrians
donated generously by having
their photos taken when they sat
on well-maintained Vintage
Vespa kindly loaned by their
owners.
We had keen interest and
participation from both locals
and tourists, who were thrilled
to have their photos taken with
the nostalgic Vespas (with
sidecars) for a small donation.

As part of the Singapore accounting profession, we were honoured to
contribute, our time and effort, and be the official auditor for the event
on a pro bono basis. It was a heart-warming and enjoyable event and we
look forward to participating in the next Charity drive – pro bono of
course !
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